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A discounted security means that the actual purchase price is trading at

There are 6,989 real car prices submitted to this database. These are the real prices paid by real car buyers. We average the price so you know that others Paying for their new cars. Click on your selected vehicle to see detailed information about pricing, including consumer reviews, dealer ratings and ratings. Submit your car prices to see
how you rank with others. See the lowest prices in your area (Bloomberg) - European stocks jumped, with miners and energy companies among the biggest gains as commodities were boosted by the weakest dollar since 2009. The Stoxx Europe 600 index rose at the open, led higher by cyclical stocks, as crude futures in New York
approached $50 a barrel. It will decide on Monday whether to continue recovering crude oil supplies without causing the price to recover. Gold climbed more than 1% to its highest level in nearly two months. Meanwhile, the dollar weakened and government bond yields rose. Stocks jumped in South Korea and Australia, but
underperformed in Japan after Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga said he was considering declaring a state of emergency for the Tokyo area to stem the rise of viral infections. S&Amp;P 500 futures rose as stocks began the new year at rich valuations amid expectations that widespread vaccine distribution in 2021, central bank support and
government assistance would dominate economic growth and boost corporate profits. The Purchasing Managers' Index shows factory activity across Asia continued to gain momentum in December, spurred by strong demand for regional exports, although China's recovery is starting to moderate. Covid's patient and vaccine distribution will
remain the main focus for investors now, Kerry Craig, if there is not widespread vaccine distribution, Covid's path and economy will be locked together due to the impact on social mobility and economic attenuation. This link will be destroyed as immunity levels increase in the middle of the year, but until then the economic path will be
bumpy during the first quarter. Read: Dizzying valuation, IPO Craze Tick Boxes on Bubble ChecklistElsewhere, Bitcoin held to a profit on the weekend after topping $34,000 for the first time on Sunday in front of coronavirus, a global infection climbing above 85 million, after the U.S. Daily soared to an unprecedented nearly 300,000 after
the New Year. The UK is committed to providing the first photo vaccines from AstraZeneca Plc and the University of Oxford on Monday in a competition with faster-spread variables that encourage new lockdowns across the country. What to watch this week: Opec+ energy ministers hold their monthly virtual rally Monday to decide whether
to add as much as 500,000 barrels per day to production. In the United States Tuesday, georgia held a runaway election for two people. The Senate seat that will decide to control the boardroom of the U.S. Congress meets to count the votes and announces the winner of the 2020 presidential election Wednesday, FOMC minutes released
Wednesday in the United States. The unemployment report for December is due friday, these are the main movements in the market.Source:StocksFutures The S&P 500 index climbed 0.4% at 8.m:27 BST, the Stoxx Europe 600 index rose 1.2%. The Bloomberg dollar spot index fell 0.4% to $1.227.227.100. The Japanese yen rose 0.3%
to 102.86 against the dollar. Germany's 10-year yield fell three basis points to -0.60%, the UK's 10-year yield fell three basis points to -0.60%. Brent crude rose 2.2% to $52.96, gold up 1.8% to $1,933.30 an ounce. For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to move forward with the most reliable business
news source ©2021 Bloomberg L.P.The Blues has endured a bad run over the festive season to increase pressure on LampardDublin Jan 04, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- REPORTS CBD ASIA-PACIFIC CBD ASIA-PACIFIC SKIN CARE MARKET ASIA PACIFIC 2019-2028 has been added to the offer of ResearchAndMarkets.com the
market for CBD skin care in Asia-Pacific is expected to witness an annual growth rate of 21.77% during the forecast period 2019-2028. South Korea, ASEAN countries and other APAC countries jointly define markets in the region. Marijuana consumption is considered illegal in India. However, in 2018, Uttaradit initially allowed commercial
marijuana cultivation. Bombay Cannabis Company (BOHECO) was the first company to be allowed to produce marijuana products in the country. It makes pharmaceutical products for consumption and cosmetics. Following the Flowerkist Series Incorporated in December 2019, a collaboration with the Dabur Research Foundation for
developing a different range of 100% cannabis-based CBD-based compounding products is specific, so high demand for CBD is seen in India, which will be useful for the growth of the CBD skin care market over the years. Currently CBD oil falls under the list of Table 4 drugs in Australia. Therefore, it can be prescribed by a doctor to
patients who have been diagnosed with certain conditions and are not yet available in beauty salons and cosmetics. However, hemp oil is legally available. There is also a growing demand for the inclusion of unique natural ingredients in skin care products. In The Country In response to this, Bod Australia in February 2019 launched a new
Manuka Honey &amp; Cannabis Oil skin care product. The growing demand for CBD products in Australia will keep the country's CBD skin care market on a growing trajectory in the coming years. Competing company trends in this market include Khiron Life Sciences Corp, Elixinol Limited, CBD Skincare Company, Endoca BV, Kapu
Maku LLC (Populum), Fab CBD and Cannuka LLC. CBD Skin Care Market Asia Pacific Key Insights 2.2.1 Shift to CBD-infused Skincare 2.2.2. Per CBD 2.4 Skin Care Industry Analysis Forces Five Of Porter 2.5 Market Attractiveness Index 2.6 Industrial Components 2.7. 2.7.1. Holistic benefits of skincare CBD-Infused 2.7.2. Increased
Use of Cannabis for Medicine and Recreation 2.8. Market Restraint 2.8.1 Risk of bacterial contamination 2.9. Marketing opportunities 2.9.1 increase health awareness 2.9.2. Personal skin care market challenge 2.10.1 Constant pressure from regulators 3% Outlook skin care market cbd CBD Asia Pacific Hemp 4\ CBD Asia Pacific Skin
Care Market Trends - By Application 4.1 Oil 4.2 Lotion Cream 4.3. Mask and Serum 4.4. 4.5. Another Application 5\ Cbd Asia Pacific Skin Care Market Trend - By distribution channel 5.1 supermarket/hypermarket 5.2. Retail Pharmacy 5.3. Department Store 5.4. Ecommerce 5.5. - Regional Outlook 6.1 China 6.2. 6.6. Australia and New
Zealand 6.7. Rest of Asia Pacific 7\ Competitive Landscape 7.1 Cannuka LLC 7.2. 7.4. Endoca Bv 7.5. Fab CBD 7.6. 7.8. Capu Kaku Kiehl's LLC (purchased by L'oreal) 7.11. Vertlybalm 8\ Research Method &amp; Scope for more information on this report Visit ResearchAndMarkets.com ResearchAndMarkets.com The world's leading
source for international market research reports and market data. We provide the latest information about international markets and major industrial regions. Leading companies, new products and latest trends Research and Marketing also provides customized research services, providing comprehensive and customizable research.
Contact: ResearchAndMarkets.com Laura Wood Senior press@researchandmarkets.com Manager for E.S.T Call 1-917-300-0470 for toll free at 1-800-526-8630 for GMT business hours Tel.+353-1-416-8900NETANYA, ISRAEL, Jan 04, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- RADA Electronic Industries Ltd. (Nasdaq: RADA) announced today
that it will participate in a virtual investor conference and investor conference in the coming weeks. On Thursday, January 14, 2021, management will attend the 23rd Annual Needham Virtual Growth Conference, the management will be presented to the public at 12:30 pm ET through the Needham conference portal and will be meeting
with investors one-on-one throughout the day. On Thursday, February 4, 2021, management will attend the AGP Virtual Emerging Growth Technology Conference and will meet with investors one-on-one throughout the day. On Thursday, February 11, 2021, the management will attend the 42nd Annual Aerospace/Defense Conference,
the administration will present to the public at 8:30 am ET through the Cowen Conference Portal and will be meeting with investors one-on-one throughout the day. Investors who want to attend any of the above activities and meet with executives should really contact their contacts at the relevant organized bank or contact RADA's investor
relations team on RADA RADA, a global defense technology company focused on proprietary radar solutions and traditional avionics systems. Phone: +972-76-538-6200 mrkt@rada.com www.rada.com Investor Relations GK Ehud Helft, Partner Tel: 1 617 318 3096 rada@gkir.com (Bloomberg) - Shares of Chinese banks and developers
tumbled on Monday after regulators made an unprecedented move to limit loans for the real estate sector, the latest attempt to inhale systemic risks. The CSI 300 financial index fell 1.2%, while the gauge of Shanghai-listed property developers fell 2.3%, its lowest in six months. Under the new rules, the nation's largest state lenders must
cut their loan exposure to the real estate sector to 40% or less. Bank mortgage lending should not exceed 32.5% of their outstanding credit, regulators said in a joint statement last week. Those who exceed the cap will have a four-year grace period to meet demand. The margin follows a series of asset crackdowns, highlighting the
government's commitment to risk control in the bubble-trending sector. It did little to reduce interest rates as China's house prices rose every month since mid-2015 and were recently driven by global monetary easing policies amid a surge in the number of people who have been housed. Most hit by the new rules include The Bank of
Chengdu Co., which fell 8.1%, led the recession. Still positive per share, Chinese banks registered in Hong Kong Last year, China's housing watchdog and central bank asked 12 developers, including China Evergrande Group, Sunac China Holdings Ltd. and China Vanke Co. to report total debt financing and business data on the 15th
day of every month to monitor their health. New home prices rose 0.12% in November, the slowest pace since February, after a broader real estate edge cooled demand. This new policy is in line with the direction of strengthening the governance and protection of huang chengyu bubbles, the banks are divided into five categories and
subject to different ceilings based on their loans to developers and home buyers. Those who do not comply will face additional capital costs, according to the statement (updated with the share price in the fifth chart). For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to move forward with the most reliable business
sources, ©2021 Bloomberg L.P.The Aquaculture Market will grow by USD 48.88 bn during 2020-2024, executive board of nasdaq Copenhagen Lersø Park Phone 100 DK-21. 000 København Ø www.rd.dk +45 7012 5300 Telefax +45 4514 9622 4 January 2021 Company announced no. 1/2021 Realkredit Danmark A/S prepayment under
§24 of the Capital Market Act, Realkredit Danmark A/S will publish the prepayment as of Wednesday, December 30, 2020. Information is available to www.rd.dk with www.rd.dk Regards, the Executive Committee questions any further questions that should be addressed to Hella Gebhardt Rønnebæk Chief Telephone Analyst +45 4513
2068.Attachments * Nr. 1_Ekstraordinaere indfrielser pr 30.12.2020_uk * Bilag til selskabsmeddelelse nr. 1-2021Dublin, Jan 04, 2021 (GLOBE 2021) -- Skydiving Equipment Report - Global Market Trajectory &amp; Analysis has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's proposal amid the Covid-19 crisis. The global market for Skydiving
devices is estimated at $1.1 billion by 2020, expected to reach a revamped size of $1.4 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.5% during the 2020-2027 analysis period. After analyzing the impact of the business early on in the great outbreak and the economic crisis that induced growth in the roof part is: Revised CAGR 3.3% over the
next 7 years The Skydiving equipment market in the United States is estimated at $293.4 million by 2020, China, the world's second-largest economy, is projected to reach a projected market size of $292.5 million by 2027, according to a CAGR of 6.5% during the 2020 to 2027 analysis period. In Europe, Germany is expected to grow at
around 1.7% CAGR in the global jumpsuit and helmet segments, the United States, Canada, Japan, China and Europe are pushing an estimated CAGR of 1.9% for this segment. With the market totaling $202.1 million in 2020, the projected size will reach $231 million by the close of the analysis period, China will remain one of the fastest
growth in the region, led by countries such as Australia, India and South Korea. While Latin America will expand at 3.1% CAGR through the analysis period, the report offers concise insights into the impact of epidemics and acquisitions in 2020 and 2021. Competitors identified in this market include, among others: * Aerodyne Research,
LLC*LB Altimeters* Mirage Systems, Inc.* Sun Trails Products, Inc. * Velocity Sports Equipment Cover Topic: I. Introduction, METHODOLOGY &amp; REPORT SCOPE II. Executive Summary 1\ Market Overview * Global Competitor Market Share * Skydiving Equipment Market Share Scenario Global Competitors (in %): 2019 &amp;
2025 * Impact of Covid-19 and Looming Global Recession2\ Focus on selecting 3 players, market trends and 4 drivers, global market perspective. * Table 1: Global Market Estimates, Skydiving Equipment and Forecasts in US$ Thousand by Region/Country: 2020-2027* Table 2: Parachuting Equipment Retro Market Scenarios Worldwide
in US$100,000 by Region/Country: 2012-2019 * Table 3: Global Geographic Cross-Geographic Equipment Market Share: 2012 vs 2020 vs 2027* Table 4: Container or Artificial System (Type of Product) Global markets by region/country in US$1000: 2020 Up to 2027 * Table 5: Container system or strap (product type) historical market
analysis by region/country in US$ Thousand: 2012 To 2019 * Table 6: Separation of Market Share of Global Sales by Region/Country: 2012 vs 2020 vs 2027 * TABLE 7: Canopy (Product Type) Global potential growth market in US$intertwined: 2020 to 2027 * Table 8: Roof History Market View (Product Type) by Region/Country in
US$Intertwined: 2012 Up to 2019 * Table 9: Roofing (Product Type) Market Sales Breakdown by Region/Country Percentage: 2012 VS VS 2027 * Table 10: Jumpsuits &amp; Helmets (Product Type) Geographic market spreads around the world in US$100,000: 2020 Up to 2027 * Table 11: Jumpsuits &amp; Helmets (Product Type) Wise
Breakdown region of global historical demand in US$1.5 billion: 2012 Through 2019 * Table 12: Jumpsuit &amp; Helmet (Product Type) Market share distribution as a percentage by region/country: 2012 vs 2020 vs 2027* Table 13: World End-Use Global Demand Potential in US$ Thousand by Region/Country: 20-2027 * Table 14: World
Historic Analysis for Past Sales of Recreational Users (End-Use) in US$ Thousand by Region/Country: 2012-2019 * Table 15: End-Use Users Shared With Breaks by Region/Country: 2012 vs 2020 vs 2027 * TABLE 16: Professional User (End-Use) Global Passive Demand Forecast in US$ Thousand by Region/Country: 2020-2027* Table
17: Professional Users (End-Use) Global Historical Analysis in US$ Thousand by Region/Country: 2012-2019 * Table 18: Professional User Distribution (End-Use) of Global Sales by Region/Country: 2012 vs 2020 vs 2027IIIII For more information on this report visit ResearchAndMarkets.com ResearchAndMarkets.com is the world's
leading source for international market research reports and market data. We provide the latest information about international markets and major industrial regions. Leading companies, new products and latest trends Research and Marketing also provides customized research services, providing comprehensive and customizable
research. Contact: ResearchAndMarkets.com Laura Wood, senior manager, press@researchandmarkets.com for E.S.T. Hours Tel. 1-917-300-0470 for the United States / Toll-free 1-800-5 26-8630 for GMT hours Call +353-1-416-8900 The road that was flooded with flooded parts of Queensland. In 24 hours, as a vigilant authority,
residents TMYTEK recently raised the A+ series around about $10 million for a product that makes it easier to test 5G millimeter wave equipment. The latest fundraising round, led by TMYTEK's manufacturing partner Inventec, one of the largest OEMs in Taiwan and bringing the total funding of startups up to $13.3 million, could be
United's best partner for Harry McGuire. But his injury history remains a concern for NOSING NO1 -4. January 2021 Connection with the share repurchase program announced in Dampskibsselskabet NORDEN A/S, A/S Motortramp continued to sell shares pro rata and the market will be notified accordingly – see the attached file and
announce the number 90/2020.kinds,Dampskibsselbet NORDEN A/SMartinstedCFOFor Info: Martin Badsted, CFO, Tel. : +45 3315 0451Attachments* Not. Transactions of managers 01* transactions by individuals who unleash responsibility for management and individual (47)(Bloomberg) -- Fiat Chrysler Automobiles NV and PSA Group
are poised to receive shareholder signings in a combination that endured two years of extraordinary drama, marked by talk of re-closing again, changing their industry and a massive global epidemic. At two separate meetings Monday, investors will be asked to approve a merger that would establish Stellantis, the world's fourth-largest
automaker. Both obstacles overcome to get to this point are plentiful and prosperous, with Fiat even managing to patch things up after a brief attempt to join forces with PSA's Archrival Renault SA. Fiat Chrysler and PSA executives think they will increase returns by similar sizes to Volkswagen AG and Toyota Motor Corp., and have more
resources to compete with electric car upstarts and tech industry interlopers. Strengths, weaknesses, the combined company will boast an impressive makeover in North America's lucrative trucks and SUV divisions thanks to the Ram and Jeep divisions of Fiat Chrysler and the Peugeot and Citroen brands, where PSA's revival is
specialized in Europe and is the envy of the french foes who have overturned Renault. But both have weaknesses, too. Fiat's merger with Chrysler did little to improve the fortunes of luxury lines Alfa Romeo and Maserati, while PSA's Opel acquisition made the company more reliant on Europe's more crowded and shrinking market. Shares
of Peugeot and Fiat Chrysler both rose 1.8% shortly after the start of regular trading Monday, giving the company a combined market capitalization of about 44 billion euros ($54 billion). The task of shaking Stellantis's portfolio will fall to PSA CEO Carlos Tavares, a highly competitive amateur rally driver who calls himself a performance
psychopath. He takes Darwin's view of the industry, arguing that only strong car manufacturers will survive the rotation to electric propulsion systems and the pursuit of autonomous driving. Governance Issues It has a strong track record in M&amp;A and operational restructuring. Institutional Equity Services analysts said in a report last
month. Meanwhile, proxy advisers advised investors to vote in favor of the merger based on strong strategic and financial reasons. Concerns about Stellantis's governance ISS have ruled out a voting structure of loyalty that would give a greater sway to investors who hold shares for at least three years, a binding nomination process in
which only the board will be able to nominate new additions and move away from the annual board elections. However, those qualms are more than Fiat Chrysler shareholders who received a pre-merger dividend of 2.9 billion euros ($3.6 billion). The board of directors of the two companies is also considering a potential distribution of 500
million euros to each company before they close the deal, or 1 billion euros after that, to the shareholders of the consolidated entity. The Agnelli family, which controls Fiat Chrysler, led by chairman John Elkann, agreed in September to shave 2.6 billion euros from the first dividend that the car maker's shareholders would receive to give
Tavares more cash to work with when he used the cap of Stellantis.Extracting SavingsAt at the same time Fiat Chrysler and PSA raised their estimates for annual coordination. Companies have previously said they will be able to extract 3.7 billion euros in savings every year without closing any plants. Tavares will have to navigate across
the political currents in France, Italy and the United States, where automakers have deep national roots. He has previously dealt with difficult tasks, bringing the French carmaker back from brink after taking over as CEO in 2014 and reviving Opel after receiving from General Motors Co. in 2017.As with other executives across the industry.
But getting bigger doesn't have to be a reward. Tesla Inc. is now worth more than VW, which is preparing its biggest effort among immigrants to power its vast fleet. GM has retreated from several markets to focus on North America and China, while Renault and its partner Nissan Motor Co Ltd are restructuring after a major loss. The auto
industry has been chasing scale and consolidation for years, but it's slower than many would like to see Houchois question whether GM, Toyota and Renault-Nissan have provided evidence that there may be restrictions. In this strategy (increase the movement of the stock price in the seventh paragraph) For more articles like this, please
visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to move forward with the most reliable business news source ©2021 Bloomberg L.P. (Bloomberg) - the dollar sank with asia's emerging market currency on the first day of 2021, which is a sign of The appetite risk among investors is improved economic data and vaccines are being rolled out. The
Yuan and Indonesian rupiah brought accusations against the greenback, with the Chinese currency rising to its strongest since June 2018 after a slew of updated purchasing managers' indexes across the region supported risk sentiment. Assets from stocks to gold and cryptocurrencies also rose. The downward uncertainty and the
recovery of strong global growth should support the rest of the world so we think the USD is too high to run Patrik Schowitz's dollar weakness is likely to be the most livable with the emerging market FX complex, which should have cyclical upside and remain relatively cheap. Investors are brushing aside concerns about the growing viral
case in Asia betting that China will lead the region in an economic recovery that should lead to greater yuan strength -- a linchpin for asian currency gains and one that will fuel continued demand for global assets recovering from a major outbreak, according to strategists from BNY Mellon Investment Management from the yen to emerging
market currencies, the likes of Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and BlackRock Inc. also saw more gains against the dollar. This could present challenges for Policymakers in Asia worried about the impact on their exports. Read: Weak dollar tests Asian economy, hopes for higher exports, the weakness of the USD is likely to expand into this
year and Asian currencies are well placed to take advantage, mitul Kotecha, chief economist at MD. Senior Emerging Markets Strategist at TD Securities in Singapore. Asian exporters are major beneficiaries of discomfort elsewhere, with increased exports of electronics and medical devices. After soaring to a record high in March due to a
massive outbreak, the Bloomberg dollar index fell and ended the year 5.5% weaker, the worst annual drop since 2017. The onshore yuan rose as much as 1.1% on Monday and breached the 6.5% level for the first time since June 2018. The rupiah remains undervalued and the central bank will provide enough space for appreciation,
according to Nanang Hendarsah, executive director for financial management at the Indonesian bank. The Chinese yuan is likely to be a notable beneficiary of a weaker dollar due to the erosion of yield and twins. That weighed on the greenback, said Patrick Bennett, a strategist at Imperial Bank of Canada in Hong Kong's yuan yield
advantage over the dollar, which is the broadest on record, also pushing capital inflows. The reserve manager may increase the holding of the yen and the yuan in the third quarter of 2020, according to Goldman Sachs' memo, according to an analysis of data from the International Monetary Fund...READ: China aims to reduce the dollar's
influence against the yuan basket, Chinese growth remains strong as the U.S. and Europe struggle to contain the virus and that help the yuan extend its rally into the new year. Ken Cheng, chief asia foreign exchange strategist at We expect the yuan to get more from here, as China will lead the world in terms of economic recovery in the
first half. The currency could test 6.3 in the coming months. Risk appetite is showing in other asset classes, with Asian stocks hitting another high. The weaker dollar is also driving demand for choice, with gold climbing to its highest level in nearly two months while the digital currency Ether rose. For more articles like this, please visit us at
bloomberg.comSubscribe now to move forward with the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Dublin, JAN 04, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) - South America Health &amp; Fitness Market Report - Growth .com Trends and Forecasts (2020-2025) The Health &amp; Fitness Club Market in South America is expected to
grow at a CAGR of 6.49% during the forecast period (2020-2025). As a result, customers are increasingly using preventive healthcare, resulting in an increase in the establishment of fitness clubs in the region. * According to a federal study, there was a 12% increase in the number of fitness clubs in Brazil during 2012-2016. *The rise of
government initiatives to promote exercise has also been driving market growth. In addition to maintaining in this competitive market, key players are constantly equipped their fitness clubs with innovative/advanced fitness equipment. A major market trend increases the inclination towards health clubs for similarly physical activity, as well
as other regions, south America has also seen increased consumption of unhealthy foods and obesity-causing sugars, which Therefore, the increase in awareness among millennials has resulted in an increase in the cost of living and healthy physical activity, which encourages them to join the fitness club. In addition, Gen X tends to be
more consumers of health clubs than other demographic groups, so health clubs are focused on keeping this consumer group engaged and continuing to invest in gyms and their health members by offering personal service offerings. Popular fitness services in most regions include gym facilities, yoga, Pilates, swimming, martial arts,
Zumba, Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu and cross-fit, so it provides plenty of services for consumers to choose from. Brazil is the largest market, according to data published by the International Health Association, Racquet &amp; Sportsclub Association (IHRSA), in 2013. Brazil is one of the top four countries, which have the largest number of members
in health and fitness clubs, in 2017 (in the millions). It has 9.6 million members in 2017, with the UNITED States, Germany and The United Kingdom occupying the first three spots. In addition, Brazil alone accounts for more than half of health clubs in Latin America with 34,509 facilities. Argentina has the highest penetration rate in all Latin
American countries, as 6.8% of Argentines are in health clubs. In Brazil, an increasing number of lifestyle problems such as obesity, diabetes, high blood pressure, cervical and other problems. Increasing power This is because sedentary lifestyles have become very common among young people as well as the elderly population
according to a memo published by Ministerio da Saude The share of the adult population considered obese in Brazil in 2007 was 13.35%, which increased to 18.95% in 2017. The competitive landscape, the South American health and fitness club market is highly competitive. Leading players pay wide attention to a wide range of factors,
including membership, additional services such as nutrition programs and spa services and marketing activities, to maintain existing customers and to gain a competitive advantage in the market. In addition, these players also focus on social media platforms and online distribution channels for online marketing and branding of service
offerings to attract more customers. Key Topics to cover: 1 Introduction 2 Research Methods 3 Executive Summary 3.1 Market Overview 4 Market DYNAMICS 4.1 Market Driven 4.2 Market Restraint 4.3 Porter's Five Forces Analysis 5 Market Segmentation 5.5. 1 by service type 5.1.1 Membership fee 5.1.2 Admission includes 5.1.3
Personal training and teaching services 5.2 Geography 5.2.1 Brazil 5.2.2 5.2.3 Colombia 5.2.4 Rest of South America 6 Landscape Race 6.1 Most Active Company 6.2 Most Applied Strategies 6.3 Market Share Analysis 6.4 Profile Company 6.4.1 Anytime Fitness LLC 6.4.2 Academia Bio Ritmo 6.4.3 Bodytech Sports Medicine 6.4.4
GOLD'S GYM 6.4.5 Megatlon Club 6.4.6 Planet Fitness Franchising, LLC 6.4.7 AYO Fitness Club 6.4.8 OX Fitness Club 7 Market Opportunities and Future Trends For more information on this report visit ResearchAndMarkets.com ResearchAndMarkets.com as the world's leading source for international market research reports and
market information. We provide the latest information about international markets and major industrial regions. Leading companies, new products and latest trends Research and Marketing also provides customized research services, providing comprehensive and customizable research. Contact: ResearchAndMarkets.com Laura Wood,
senior manager, press@researchandmarkets.com for E.S.T.'s opening hours Tel. 1-917-300-0470 for the United States / Can call toll free 1-800-526-8630 for GMT call hours The start of 2021 looks like the end of 2020 - stocks have resumed as traders cling to hope for the rapid release of the COVID-19 vaccine, even as a surge in new
cases heralds strict limits and economic damage. The yuan rose 0.8% against the dollar. After the Chinese central bank decided to downgrade the US dollar to a basket of major currency indices (Bloomberg) -- MGM Resorts International raised its bid for Entain Plc in an 8.1 billion pound ($11.1 billion) deal that would be the biggest in the
latest wave of transatlantic gambling mergers, Entain said, a proposal that underestimated the company. The proposed deal, which will give Las Vegas casino operators access to the fast-growing online gambling market, gives Entain investors 0.6 of mgm shares for every stock they hold, London-based Entain said in a statement on
Monday. In addition, MGM may offer some limited cash alternatives to shareholders and will own about 42% of the combined company at 1,383 pence per share, a 22% premium to Entain's closing share price on Thursday. The company's shares rose 27% at 8:06 a.m. in London .m the gaming industry is in the process of reuniting after
u.S. casino giant Caesars Entertainment Inc. It is currently in control of William Hill Public Company Limited in the UK. Bangkok Public Company Limited, which is headquartered in Dublin. Gm, the largest casino operator on the Las Vegas Strip, has formed a joint venture in 2018 with Entain, formerly known as GVC Holdings Plc, to take
advantage of the growth of online gambling in the United States. The partnership has started slowly when There are some contradictions over strategy. The merger will consolidate control over the company's online gambling operations at a time when the industry is seeing tremendous growth. The U.S. sports betting market alone is
expected to quintuple in size to $8.4 billion by 2024, according to consulting firm Vixio Gambling Compliance. We think the market is not yet aware of the potential and momentum in Entain Jefferies's joint venture, analyst James Wheatcroft said in a note to clients on Monday. If the market places a similar level to the British company's
value to its U.S. peer, DraftKings Inc. Entain might expect a valuation of about 1,975 pence per share, he said Entain has asked MGM for more details on strategic reasons to unite and asked shareholders not to take any action, Entain's shares gained 28% last year, making it a market capitalization of £6.6bn. MGM shares tumbled 5.3%
in 2020 (updated with analyst comments in sixth paragraph and context throughout). For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to move forward with the most reliable business news source ©2021 Bloomberg L.P.(Bloomberg) - Israeli banks are solving currency problems. The record for the fourth century is
in sight for a shekel, despite large foreign currency purchases, and economists cut april interest rates, a survey by Bloomberg unanimously expects the central bank to leave the benchmark interest rate at 0.1% on Monday. I don't think they can do much. Barry Toff, a former director of market operations at the Bank of Israel who helped
design the intervention program. I think they know the same, and just don't want to say the currency gained nearly 7.5% against the greenback last year. It was trading up 0.2% at $3.2085 at 10:07 a.m. .m on Monday in Tel Aviv. Israel is heading for its fourth vote in two years over the central bank's budget crisis to buy nearly $17 billion of
foreign currency through November in an effort to slow the roll of shekels yet to spend about 40 billion shekels ($12.4 billion) to buy government bonds, and start other crisis programs. It has resisted attempts to tame it for several reasons. Exports have helped extend Israel's current account surplus to a record high, investment in
technology companies is roaring at an unprecedented pace, and overseas sales of natural gas are on the rise. Why Israel tried and failed to slow the roar of CurrencyBank Hapoalim Ltd. chief economist Victor Bahar did not expect action on Monday, but did not rule out a zero rate cut within months. Now the focus. The Bank of Israel is



mostly in the Bahar exchange rate, I do not deny the opportunity they say 'come to break the momentum' and the rate is lower to zero. In an upcoming meeting, Here's what to focus on Monday: The recovery of unemployment in the coronavirus case puts Israel into a third lock, sending unemployment back up. In November, joblessness
was around 15%, and the Finance Ministry estimated it could be at 7% by the end of 2021 - a figure before the double crisis. The Israel vaccine is competing to vaccinate its population against the virus and has jumped out into a global leader. However, the case is in an upswing and any economic consequences from vaccination may not
be clear for several months. The rapid pace of the inoculation program has led economists at Leumi Le-Israel Bank and limited capital market leaders to boost their growth prospects for 2021. The country is now heading for its fourth election in two years on March 23 and entering its second year without a revised spending plan (updated
the fourth paragraph with 12th market movement with a new GDP trend). For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to move forward with the most reliable business news source ©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Dublin, Jan. 04, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) - REPORT BOXING EQUIPMENT KICK-MARKETS
WORLD Trajectory &amp; Analytics has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com amid the Covid-19 crisis. The global market for boxing equipment kicked an estimated $174.5 million in 2020, expected to reach a revised size of $219.4 million by 2017, growing at a CAGR of 3.3% during the 2020-2027 analysis period, one of the groups
analyzed in the report, expected to save 2.8% CAGR and US$49.5 million by the end of the analysis period. After analysing the impact of the business early on in the great outbreak and the induced economic crisis, the growth in the ankle/knee/elbow guard part will be adjusted to fix the 3.8% CAGR for the next 7 years. China, the world's
second-largest economy, is projected to reach a projected market size of $42.5 million by 2027, according to a CAGR of 5.2% during the 2020 to 2027 analysis period. Other important is Japan and Canada, each forecast to grow at 2.1% and 2.6% respectively during 2020-2027. These regional markets, representing a total market size of
$18.5 million by 2020, will reach the projected size of $24.3 million by closing the analysis. China will continue to be one of the fastest growing in the region, led by countries such as Australia, India and South Korea, markets in asia-Pacific are expected to reach $28.4 million by 2027, while Latin America will expand at 4.5% CAGR through
the analysis period. Competitors listed in this market include others: *Adidas AG*Century LLC*Everlast Worldwide, Inc. * Hayabusa Fightwear Inc. * Twins Special, Inc. Key topics to cover: I. Introduction, METHODOLOGY &amp; REPORT SCOPE II. Executive Summary 1\ Market Overview * Global Competitor Market Stocks * Kick
Equipment Boxing Competitors Market Market Situation Global Market (in %): 2019 &amp; 2025 * Impact of Covid-19 and Looming Global Recession2\ Focus on selecting 3 players, market trends and 4 drivers, global market perspective. III. Market Analysis, Market Analysis, Geographic Market Analysis IV Competition For more
information on this report visit ResearchAndMarkets.com ResearchAndMarkets.com is the world's leading source for international market research reports and market data. We provide the latest information about international markets and major industrial regions. Leading companies, new products and latest trends Research and
Marketing also provides customized research services, providing comprehensive and customizable research. Contact: ResearchAndMarkets.com Laura Wood, senior manager, press@researchandmarkets.com for E.S.T. opening hours Tel. 1-917-300-0470 for the United States / Toll free 1-800-526 -8630 GMT opening hours call +353-1-
416-8900Liverpool tonight looking to kick off 2021 with a comeback win-way - but the Premier League champions face a tough test at Southampton. The Reds finished the calendar year top of the table, but consecutive draws against West Brom and Newcastle have left Manchester United breathing down their necks. Jurgen Klopp's attack
was left to strung in their last two incidents, while injuries have taken their toll on the title holder. Holder.
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	A discounted security means that the actual purchase price is trading at

